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Abstract:
With the recent widespread adoption of service-oriented architecture, the dynamic composition
of services is now a crucial issue in the area of distributed computing. The coordination and
execution of composite Web services are today typically conducted by heavyweight centralized
workflow engines, leading to an increasing probability of processing and communication bottleneck
and failures. In addition, centralization induces higher deployment costs, such as the computing
infrastructure to support the workflow engine, which is not affordable for a large number of small
businesses and end-users.
In a world where platforms are more and more dynamic and elastic as promised by cloud computing,
decentralized and dynamic interaction schemes are required. Addressing the characteristics of such
platforms, nature-inspired analogies recently regained attention to provide autonomous service
coordination on top of dynamic large scale platforms.
In this paper, we propose a approach for the decentralized execution of composite Web services
based on an unconventional programming paradigm that relies on the chemical metaphor. It
provides a high-level execution model that allows executing composite services in a decentralized
manner. Composed of services communicating through a persistent shared space containing control
and data flows between services, our architecture allows to distribute the composition coordina-
tion among nodes. A proof of concept is given, through the deployment of a software prototype
implementing these concepts, showing the viability of an autonomic vision of service composition.
Key-words: Service composition, Decentralization, Scientific workflows, Nature-inspired models,
Chemical programming paradigm, Rule-based programming
Un système de Gestion de Workflows décentralisé inspiré
par la chimie
Résumé :
Avec l’adoption récente des architectures orientées service, la composition dynamique de ser-
vices est un axe de recherche important du calcul distribué. La coordination et l’exécution de
Web Services composites ont été jusque là soutenues par des architectures centralisées, entraî-
nant des problèmes potentiels de congestion et une mauvaise tolérance aux pannes. Nous nous
intéressons ici à mettre en oeuvre et à expérimenter des concepts permettant la gestion décen-
tralisés de ces workflows. En particulier, nous nous appuyons sur un modèle de programmation
par règles inspiré par la chimie qui fournit un cadre naturel pour l’expression de workflows dans
un contexte distribué. Suivant ce modèle, la coordination des services est partagée entre les
services eux-mêmes, qui communiquent à travers la lecture et l’écriture d’un espace partagé. Un
prototype logiciel a été construit puis expérimenté. Les résultats expérimentaux sont présentés
et discutés dans ce rapport.
Mots-clés : Composition de services, Décentralisation, Workflows scientifiques, Modèle inspiré
par la nature, Paradigme de programmation chimique, Programmation par règles
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Loose coupling and dynamic composition are building block requirements of service oriented
architectures (SOA) [29], and also two of the keys to their success. Building on these concepts,
the Internet of services is now a global computing platform gathering myriads of autonomous
services offering different features such as storage space, computing power, or more often software
components offered to the users through the web.
SOA is now a multipurpose paradigm, facilitating business processes as well as helping sci-
entific investigations based on compute-intensive applications. In both fields, the combinations
of services allow to build more complex applications known as composite web services which
are a temporal composition of services usually represented by a workflow, describing data and
control dependencies between services. Recently, and in spite of the decentralized nature of the
Internet, service infrastructures have built upon highly centralized architectures. Data centers
and Cloud platforms act today as servers centralizing the storage and processing required for
the coordination of services and, more generally, of clients (users or businesses) of the Internet.
As an example, on April 2011, Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) users experienced during
3 days an unavailability in their websites due to network problems in one of the EC2 centers,
causing important losses [1]. Therefore, regarding the service management infrastructures, the
centralized architectures lead to various weaknesses. First, they generally suffer from poor scal-
ability and low reliability, servers being potential processing and communication bottlenecks as
well as single points of failure [3]. Also, they raise privacy issues, all data and control passing
through central servers and repositories.
It becomes crucial to promote a decentralized vision of service infrastructures, as for instance
suggested in [33]. The benefits of a decentralized approach are manifold. First, as the processing
and data are distributed among a set of nodes, there is no single point of failure. No central
server acts as a potential bottleneck, network traffic is reduced, and the approach is globally more
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scalable. Second, the direct and asynchronous fashion of communications (without the need for
central coordination) brings better throughput and graceful degradation [11]. Finally, no server
takes control over data and work, each node integrating a local workflow engine (referred to as
local-engine in the following), and having only a partial view of the composition.
More specifically, the execution of a composite Web service relies on an engine responsible
for coordinating data and control flows between involved services. For the sake of illustration,
let us consider a simple workflow W consisting of an activity A performed at node a followed by
activity B performed at node b. In a centralized vision, during the actual execution of W , the
engine first invokes A by sending a message to node a, then waits for the result of A (sent by a),
and finally invokes B. With a decentralized workflow engine, nodes a and b may communicate
directly (rather than through a central coordinator node) to transfer data and control when
necessary (e.g., after A finishes).
Over the last few years, nature-inspired metaphors have been shown to be of high interest for
service coordination [31]. The chemical programming paradigm is a high-level execution model.
Within such a model, a computation is seen as a set of reactions consuming some molecules
floating and interacting freely within a chemical solution (close to the biological notion of mem-
brane) and producing new ones. Reactions take place in an implicitly parallel, autonomous, and
decentralized manner. This particular model has been shown to naturally express distributed
coordination [6]. The Higher-Order Chemical Language (HOCL) [4] is a language based on these
concepts and providing the higher-order: every entity in the system is seen as molecules; rules
can apply to other reaction rules, opening doors to self-adaptation, the program being able to
modify itself at run time. It has been shown that such a paradigm is well-suited to express
service orchestration [6], and describe the enactment of workflows [23]. The proper investigation
of this paper is to show that the chemical model is well-featured for underlying a decentralized
execution of composite Web services and give a proof of such a concept. More precisely, the
architecture proposed is decentralized in the sense that it allows each service to take part in the
coordination needed to ensure the satisfaction of the (data and control) dependencies expressed
in the workflow. Note that this distribution builds on top of a logically shared space. This shared
space acts only as a repository with Read/Write primitives. The decentralization of this shared
space is not directly tackled in this paper.
This article builds upon a previous one published in the proceedings of the ICWS confer-
ence [14]. The work presented in [14] is only conceptual and does not include any software
development or experimental validation. The added value of the current article comes from the
discussion of a proof of concepts and its actual deployment on top of a real platform, allowing its
experimental validation. It is worth noted that the current article sums up the work conducted
on the topic and thus represents a self-contained report on the subject.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1 presents the chemical pro-
gramming paradigm in more details. Section 2 details our decentralized coordination model
and language. Section 3 illustrates the work by an example of coordination of a more complex
workflow. Section 4 focuses on the prototype software of the decentralized workflow engine thus
designed. Section 5 details the experimental campaign and its results. Section 6 discusses similar
works. Section 7 draws some conclusions.
1 The Chemical Paradigm
The chemical paradigm is a programming style based on the chemical metaphor. Molecules
(data) are floating in a chemical solution, and react according to reaction rules (program) to
produce new molecules (resulting data). Reactions are conditional, and take place between some
Inria
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molecules satisfying a reaction condition. This process continues until no more reactions can be
performed: the solution is said to be inert. Reactions take place in an implicitly parallel and
autonomous way (independently from each others), and in a non-deterministic order.
Formally, the solution is represented by a multiset containing molecules, and rewriting/trans-
formation rules specify the reactions between molecules. The Gamma model (General Abstract
Model for Multiset Manipulation) [5] has been a pioneer work realizing the chemical paradigm.
The multiset, which is the formal representation of the chemical solution, is the unique data
structure in Gamma. The multiset works similarly to a shared address space on which multiple
processors can operate independently, applying the rules concurrently.
In this paper, we use a chemical language enhanced with higher order, called HOCL (Higher
Order Chemical Language) [4]. In HOCL, every entity is a molecule, including reaction rules. A
program is a solution of molecules, that is to say, a multiset of atoms (A1, . . . , An) which can
be constants (integers, booleans, etc.), sub-solutions (denoted 〈Mi〉), or reaction rules.
Following the chemical paradigm, the execution of an HOCL program consists in applying
reactions until the solution becomes inert. A reaction involves a reaction rule one P by M if
V and a molecule N that satisfies the pattern P and the reaction condition V . The reaction
consumes the rule and the molecule N, and produces M. The basic one P by M C reaction rule
is one-shot: it disappears when it reacts. Its variant replace P by M C is n-shot: it is not
consumed when it reacts. In the following, we use a more advanced syntax to declare and name
molecules: let x = M1 in M2 is equivalent to M2 where all occurrences of x are replaced by M1.
For instance, consider the following solution MaxNumbers which calculates the maximum value
of a given set of numbers. The below example illustrates the expressiveness and higher order of
HOCL, where reactions consume and/or produce other reaction rules.
let max = replace x, y by x if x ≥ y in 〈2, 3, 5, 8, 9,max〉
The rule max reacts with two integers x and y such that x ≥ y and replaces them by x (keep
the integer with highest value). Initially, several reactions are possible: max can react with any
couples of integers satisfying the condition: 2 and 3, 2 and 5, 8 and 9, etc. In order for the final
solution to contain only the result, we introduce a higher-order rule responsible to delete the
max rule once the solution only contain the highest integer value. This introduces the need for
the sequentiality of events: we need to wait that all possible reactions between max and couples
of integers took place before deleting the rule. Within the chemical model, the sequentiality is
achieved through sub-solutions: to access a sub-solution, a rule has to wait for its inertia. In our
example, this leads to the encapsulation of the solution:
〈〈2, 3, 5, 8, 9,max〉, one 〈max = m,ω〉 by ω〉
The m variable matches a rule named max, and ω matches all the remaining elements. One
possible execution scenario within the sub-solution is the following (2 and 8, as well as 3 and 5,
react first, producing the intermediate state):
〈2, 3, 5, 8, 9,max〉 →∗ 〈3, 5, 9,max〉 →∗ 〈9,max〉
Once the inertia is reached within the sub-solution, the one-shot rule can be triggered, ex-
tracting the result:
〈〈9,max〉, one 〈max = m,ω〉 by ω〉 → 〈9〉
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As we illustrated with a fine-grain example, HOCL provides the ability to express autonomic
coordination of rules (without the need for any centralized control). The current state of a
computation is represented by the solution, that constitutes an information system by itself.
In other words, the multiset is a shared space providing the information required for dynamic
coordination, such as a decentralized workflow execution.
2 Chemical Decentralized Workflow Execution
In this section, we describe our decentralized architecture for workflow coordination based on a
higher-order chemical framework, illustrating the adequacy of the chemical paradigm to execute
composite Web services.
2.1 Architecture
As illustrated by Figure 1, the proposed architecture is composed by two core elements, namely
the Chemical Web Service (ChWS) and the multiset. A ChWS is a chemical encapsulation
of a Web service. It is co-responsible with other ChWSes of the coordination of the execution
of workflows. Physically, ChWSes are hosted by some nodes and logically identified by symbolic
names into the multiset. Each ChWS is basically equipped with three elements, namely:
1. The service caller represents the encapsulation of a Web service invocation. The invoca-
tion, to an effective possibly distant Web service, is encapsulated in a chemical expression
readable by a chemical interpreter. The implementation of the Web service itself is not
encapsulated, as shown in Figure 1.
2. A local storage space containing part of the multiset, i.e., molecules and reaction rules
constituting the data and control dependencies related to the coordination of the workflow
execution.
3. An HOCL interpreter, working as the chemical local-engine executing the reactions ac-
cording to molecules and reaction rules stored in the multiset, responsible for applying the
defined workflow patterns and transferring data and control information to other ChWSes
involved in a workflow.
The multiset acts as a space shared by all ChWSes involved in the workflow. It contains
the workflow definition and all information needed by ChWSes for a decentralized execution of
a workflow, and in which each ChWS can operate independently. This information combines
molecules representing data and ChWSes, rules representing control dependencies of the work-
flow, and rules for the coordination of its execution, as illustrated by Figure 2. Data and control
dependencies of the workflow are defined beforehand using some workflow executable languages,
like the well-known BPEL [2], an XML-based workflow language for Web services, or any other
workflow language. For instance, a BPEL specification could be translated into a chemical pro-
gram, as detailed in Section 2.2. Even though HOCL is used to describe and execute workflow
specifications, our purpose is to show its potential as an executable workflow language, as de-
tailed in [13]. To coordinate the execution of the workflow, we also need some additional chemical
rules, which are generic, i.e., independent of a specific workflow. Section 2.3 focuses on these
generic rules.
Inria
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Figure 1: The proposed architecture.
The multiset shares some conceptual similarities with the Distributed Shared Memory (DSM)
paradigm [26], developed in the area of distributed operating systems. DSM maps a globally
unique logical memory address to a local physical memory slot, thus emulating a shared global
space on top of a distributed memory platform. By analogy, multiset mirrors DSM’s behavior
by exposing molecules and reactions rules physically scattered across a set of ChWSes in a single
shared space.
In other words, from a conceptual point of view (illustrated by Figure 1), ChWSes communi-
cate through a unique global multiset containing all information needed by ChWSes to execute
their part of a workflow. ChWSes exchange data and control dependencies through this multi-
set. In a classical centralized workflow architecture, the services themselves do not know these
dependencies, as an engine manages all information and coordinates the whole execution.
Figure 2: Chemical workflow. Figure 3: Points of view of the architecture.
From an implementation point of view, the multiset is physically distributed. While ap-
parently, each ChWS only interacts with the multiset, physically, data and control information
(molecules and reaction rules of the multiset) are effectively transferred between local storages of
ChWSes. Put together, the molecules stored by ChWS form the multiset. Figure 3 summarizes
these two points of view: the upper side shows the conceptual point of view where all ChWSes
are connected through one multiset; the lower part shows the implementation point of view where
RR n° 8268
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1.01 〈 // Multiset (Solution)
1.02 ChWSi:〈. . . 〉 // ChWS (Sub-solution)
1.03 ChWSi+1:〈. . . 〉
1.04 . . .
1.05 ChWSn:〈 . . . 〉
1.06 〉
Figure 4: Chemical workflow representation (left), Simple workflow example (right).
all ChWSes are directly interconnected through the multiset, the reactions and molecules being
directly transferred from one ChWS to another one using a distributed multiset. In this paper,
we will assume that distributing the shared space is possible and will focus on decentralizing
the coordination processing itself. Please refer to [25] for more information on how to distribute
the shared space. Figure 3 provides a simple example where all ChWS are connected through
a sequential workflow (modeled by arrows), but any workflow pattern could be modeled, as we
detailed in our previous work [15].
2.2 Chemical Workflow Representation
In order to express all data and control dependencies of a workflow definition according to the
chemical paradigm and to distribute the information among ChWSes, we use a series of chemical
abstractions inspired by the work in [23]. These abstractions allow representing a workflow
definition with the HOCL language. Such a representation is given in Figure 4(left).
As a chemical expression, the whole solution represents the multiset containing all informa-
tion. The solution itself is composed of as many sub-solutions as ChWSes. Each sub-solution
represents a ChWS with its data and control dependencies with other ChWSes within the work-
flow definition. More formally, a ChWS is one molecule of the form ChWSi : 〈. . . 〉 where ChWSi
refers to the symbolic name given to the service whose connection details and physical position
are hidden, as shown in Figure 4(left).
Let us consider a simple workflow expressed using BPMN (Business Process Modeling Nota-
tion) [28], and composed of the four services S1, S2, S3 and S4, as illustrated in Figure 4(right).
In this example, after S1 completes, S2 and S3 can be invoked in parallel. Once S2 and S3 have
both completed, S4 can be invoked.
The corresponding chemical representation for this workflow is presented in Figure 5. As
we already mentioned, the solution contains as many sub-solutions as Web services. ChWS1 :
〈. . . 〉 to ChWS4 : 〈. . . 〉 represent ChWSes in the solution. The relations between ChWSes
are expressed through molecules of the form Dest:ChWSi with ChWSi being the destination
ChWS where some information needs to be transferred. For instance, we can see in ChWS1
sub-solution that ChWS1 will transfer some information (the outcome of ChWS1) to ChWS2
and ChWS3 (Line 2.02).
Let us focus on the details of these dependencies. ChWS2 has a data dependency: it requires
a molecule Result:ChWS1:value1 containing the result of S1 to be invoked (second part of
Line 2.03). The two molecules produced by the reaction represent the call to S2 and their
input parameters. They are expressed using a molecule of the form Call:Si, and a molecule
Param:〈in1,...,inn〉, where in1, ..., inn represent the input parameters to call the service Si. In
Figure 5, this input parameter corresponds to the result of some previous service Sj . ChWS3
works similarly.
Occasionally, on a particular service, data and control dependencies may differ. Consider
Inria
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2.01 〈 // Multiset (Solution)
2.02 ChWS1:〈Dest:ChWS2, Dest:ChWS3〉, // (Sub-solution)
2.03 ChWS2:〈Dest:ChWS4, replace Result:ChWS1:value1 by Call:S2, Param:〈(value1)〉 〉,
2.04 ChWS3:〈Dest:ChWS4, replace Result:ChWS1:value1 by Call:S3, Param:〈(value1)〉 〉,
2.05 ChWS4:〈replace Result:ChWS2:value2, Result:ChWS3:value3 by Call:S4, Param:〈(value2)〉
2.06 〉
Figure 5: Example of a chemical workflow representation.
ChWS4. As specified by Figure 4(right), ChWS4 needs to wait until ChWS2 and ChWS3 have
been completed. This constitutes a control dependency known as synchronization. However,
as we can see in line 2.05, the service S4 is invoked only on value2 which is the result of
S2. This constitutes a data dependency. The ChWS4 sub-solution contains one reaction rule
translating those dependencies in chemical language (see line 2.05): the presence of molecules
Result:ChWS2:value2 and Result:ChWS3:value3 inside the ChWS4 sub-solution expresses
the fulfillment of the control dependencies, to start its own execution. In addition, a data
dependency is also expressed in ChWS4: the result of S2 is required to call S4. During the
execution, as soon as Result:ChWS2:value2 and Result:ChWS3:value3 appear in the ChWS4
sub-solution, the local engine of ChWS4 will be able to perform the reaction that will produce
two new molecules of the form Call:S4 and Param:〈 (value2) 〉 to call the effective service S4
on the input value2.
To sum up, one reaction rule can express both control and data dependencies. In contrast with
the previous synchronization pattern, the simple data dependencies are enough to express the
parallel split pattern of S1 with S2 and S3. Thanks to the implicit parallelism of the chemical
execution model, the reaction rules inside ChWS2 and ChWS3 can be executed in parallel.
Therefore, ChWS2 and ChWS3 will receive the result of S1 from ChWS1 and the invocation of
S2 and S3 will take place in parallel.
This fragment of HOCL code is the chemical representation of a workflow, that will be
interpreted by chemical local engines, performing the decentralized execution of this workflow
thanks to a set of generic rules we introduce in the next sections.
2.3 Generic Rules for Invocation and Transfer
As previously mentioned, to ensure the execution of a chemical workflow, additional chemical
generic rules (i.e., independent of any workflow) must be defined. These rules are included in
the chemical local engines and are responsible for the efficient execution of the workflow. We
now review three of these generic rules, illustrated in Algorithm 1, responsible for these tasks,
and that will be commonly encountered in the compositions presented later. The invokeServ
rule encapsulates the actual invocation of services. When reacting, it invokes the Web Service
Si, by consuming the tuples Call:Si representing the invocation itself, and Param:〈in1,...,inn〉
representing its input parameters, and generates the molecules containing the results of the
invocation in the ChWSi sub-solution. The molecule Flag_Invoke is a flag whose presence
in the solution indicates that the invocation can take place. The preparePass rule is used for
preparing the messages to transfer the results to their destination services, that will later trigger
the execution of the passInfo rule. Thus, the preparePass rule captures one molecule of the
form ChWSi:〈Result:ChWSi:〈value〉, Dest:ChWSj, ω 〉. Result:ChWSi:〈value〉 is the result
of Si, while Dest:ChWSj comes from the chemical specification of the workflow such as the one
presented in Figure 5.
Rule passInfo transfers molecules of information between ChWSes. This rule reacts with
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Algorithm 1 Basic generic rules.
3.01 let invokeServ = replace ChWSi:〈Call:Si, Param:〈in1, . . . , inn〉, Flag_Invoke, ω 〉,
3.02 by ChWSi:〈Result:ChWSi:〈value〉, ω 〉
3.03 let preparePass = replace ChWSi:〈Result:ChWSi:〈value〉, Dest:ChWSj, ω〉
3.04 by ChWSi:〈Pass:ChWSj:〈Completed:ChWSi:〈value〉 〉, ω〉
3.05 let passInfo = replace ChWSi:〈Pass:ChWSj:〈 ω1 〉, ω2 〉, ChWSj:〈 ω3 〉
3.06 by ChWSi:〈 ω2 〉, ChWSj:〈 ω1, ω3 〉
a molecule ChWSi:〈Pass:d:〈ω1 〉〉 that indicates that some molecules (here denoted ω1) from
ChWSi needs to be transferred to d. These molecules, once inside the sub-solution of d will
trigger the next step of the execution. Therefore, the molecule ω1 will be transferred from
sub-solution ChWSi to sub-solution ChWSj, when reacting with passInfo rule.
Thanks to these reaction rules, the execution of a chemical workflow is decentralized since
each ChWS is able to execute rules using its embedded HOCL interpreter, each ChWS achieving
the coordination related to the service it encapsulates. However, they can not, by themselves,
solve how to distribute the workflow patterns responsibilities among participants 1. Accordingly,
we defined a set of generic rules for solving complex workflow pattern, as detailed in our work [13].
We do not include them here, as the chemical definition of complex workflow structures is not
our main concern in this paper.
3 Execution Example
To better understand how the coordination between chemical engines works, we here present a
workflow example, illustrated in Figure 5, for which we focus on each step of the coordination
logic. These steps are listed in Figures 6 (steps 1-3), 7 (steps 4-7) and 8 (steps 8-10). Recall that,
thanks to the higher-order property, reaction rules react themselves with other molecules. Recall
that an example composed by four ChWSes applying parallel split and synchronization patterns
is illustrated in Figure4(right). The execution is as follows: After ChWS1 completes, it forwards
the result to ChWS2 and ChWS3 in parallel. Once ChWS2 and ChWS3 have completed, ChWS4
can start. Consider that each chemical local engine is responsible for the reactions taking place
within its sub-solution in the multiset, thus respecting at runtime the decentralization designed.
Indeed, for the sake of clarity, we only mention the molecules that take part in the logic of the
coordination.
The first step (Lines 4.02-4.05) corresponds to the initial state of the multiset, illustrated in
Figure 6. Initially, the only possible reaction is inside ChWS1, the invokeServ rule is triggered by
the HOCL interpreter of ChWS1, producing the outcome molecule Result:ChWS1:〈val〉. This
molecule represents the result of the invocation of S1. Then, the preparePass rule consumes the
molecules Dest:destination and Result:ChWS1:〈val〉, preparing the parallel split. Therefore, it
produces two new molecules for the distribution of this result to ChWS2 and ChWS3 (Lines 4.20-
4.21). Finally, still through ChWS1, passInfo triggers it by transferring in parallel the outcome
of ChWS1.
Once the information is received by ChWS2 and ChWS3, the reactions (Lines 5.04 and 5.06)
are triggered, in parallel, producing the needed molecules to invoke S2 and S3. Thus, molecules
of the form Call:Si and Param:(val) contained into ChWS2 and ChWS3 respectively, launch
the invokeServ rule (Lines 5.03-5.05) that generates the result of S2 and S3. Similarly to ChWS1,
the molecules Result:ChWS2:〈val2〉 and Result:ChWS3:〈val3〉 react with the preparePass rule.
1Each ChWS is seen as a participant in a workflow definition.
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4.01 〈
4.02 ChWS1:〈Dest:ChWS2,Dest:ChWS3, invokeServ, preparePass, passInfo, Call:S1, Param:in1〉,
4.03 ChWS2:〈Dest:ChWS4, invokeServ, preparePass, passInfo, replace Completed:ChWS1:〈val〉 by Call:S2, Param:(val)〉,
4.04 ChWS3:〈Dest:ChWS4, invokeServ, preparePass, passInfo, replace Completed:ChWS1:〈val〉 by Call:S3 Param:(val)〉,
4.05 ChWS4:〈invokeServ, replace Completed:ChWS2:〈val2〉, Completed:ChWS3:〈val3〉 by Call:S4, Param:(val2)〉
4.06 〉
↓
4.07 〈
4.08 ChWS1:〈Dest:ChWS2,Dest:ChWS3, preparePass, passInfo, invokeServ, Call:S1, Param:in1 〉,
4.09 ChWS2:〈Dest:ChWS4, invokeServ, preparePass, passInfo, replace Completed:ChWS1:〈val〉 by Call:S2, Param:(val)〉,
4.10 ChWS3:〈Dest:ChWS4, invokeServ, preparePass, passInfo, replace Completed:ChWS1:〈val〉 by Call:S3 Param:(val)〉,
4.11 ChWS4:〈invokeServ, replace Completed:ChWS2:〈val2〉, Completed:ChWS3:〈val3〉 by Call:S4, Param:(val2)〉
4.12 〉
↓
4.13 〈
4.14 ChWS1:〈Dest:ChWS2,Dest:ChWS3, preparePass, passInfo, Result:ChWS1:〈val〉〉,
4.15 ChWS2:〈Dest:ChWS4, invokeServ, preparePass, passInfo, replace Completed:ChWS1:〈val〉 by Call:S2, Param:(val)〉,
4.16 ChWS3:〈Dest:ChWS4, invokeServ, preparePass, passInfo, replace Completed:ChWS1:〈val〉 by Call:S3 Param:(val)〉,
4.17 ChWS4:〈invokeServ, replace Completed:ChWS2:〈val2〉, Completed:ChWS3:〈val3〉 by Call:S4, Param:(val2)〉
4.18 〉
↓
4.19 〈
4.20 ChWS1:〈passInfo, Pass:ChWS2:〈Completed:ChWS1:〈val〉 〉, Result:ChWS1:〈val〉,
4.21 Pass:ChWS3:〈Completed:ChWS1:〈val〉 〉 〉,
4.22 ChWS2:〈Dest:ChWS4, invokeServ, preparePass, passInfo, replace Completed:ChWS1:〈val〉 by Call:S2, Param:(val)〉,
4.23 ChWS3:〈Dest:ChWS4, invokeServ, preparePass, passInfo, replace Completed:ChWS1:〈val〉 by Call:S3 Param:(val)〉,
4.24 ChWS4:〈invokeServ, replace Completed:ChWS2:〈val2〉, Completed:ChWS3:〈val3〉 by Call:S4, Param:(val2)〉
4.25 〉
Figure 6: Workflow execution, steps 1-3.
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5.01 〈
5.02 ChWS1:〈Result:ChWS1:〈val〉 〉,
5.03 ChWS2:〈Dest:ChWS4, invokeServ, preparePass, passInfo, Completed:ChWS1:〈val〉,
5.04 replace Completed:ChWS1:〈val〉 by Call:S2, Param:(val)〉,
5.05 ChWS3:〈Dest:ChWS4, invokeServ, preparePass, passInfo, Completed:ChWS1:〈val〉,
5.06 replace Completed:ChWS1:〈val〉 by Call:S3, Param:(val)〉,
5.07 ChWS4:〈invokeServ, replace Completed:ChWS2:〈val2〉, Completed:ChWS3:〈val3〉 by Call:S4, Param:(val2)〉
5.08 〉
↓
5.09 〈
5.10 ChWS1:〈Result:ChWS1:〈val〉 〉,
5.11 ChWS2:〈Dest:ChWS4, invokeServ, preparePass, passInfo, Call:S2, Param:(val)〉,
5.12 ChWS3:〈Dest:ChWS4, invokeServ, preparePass, passInfo, Call:S3, Param:(val)〉,
5.13 ChWS4:〈invokeServ, replace Completed:ChWS2:〈val2〉, Completed:ChWS3:〈val3〉 by Call:S4, Param:(val2)〉
5.14 〉
↓
5.15 〈
5.16 ChWS1:〈Result:ChWS1:〈val〉 〉,
5.17 ChWS2:〈Dest:ChWS4, Result:ChWS2:〈val2〉, preparePass, passInfo〉,
5.18 ChWS3:〈Dest:ChWS4, Result:ChWS3:〈val3〉, preparePass, passInfo〉,
5.19 ChWS4:〈invokeServ, replace Completed:ChWS2:〈val2〉, Completed:ChWS3:〈val3〉 by Call:S4, Param:(val2)〉
5.20 〉
↓
5.21 〈
5.22 ChWS1:〈Result:ChWS1:〈val〉 〉,
5.23 ChWS2:〈Pass:ChWS4:〈Completed:ChWS2:〈val2〉 〉, passInfo, Result:ChWS2:〈val2〉 〉,
5.24 ChWS3:〈Pass:ChWS4:〈Completed:ChWS3:〈val3〉 〉, passInfo, Result:ChWS3:〈val3〉 〉,
5.25 ChWS4:〈invokeServ, replace Completed:ChWS2:〈val2〉, Completed:ChWS3:〈val3〉 by Call:S4, Param:(val2)〉
5.26 〉
Figure 7: Workflow execution, steps 4-7.
Finally, in ChWS2 and ChWS3, the passInfo rule propagates the molecule Pass:ChWS4:〈 infor-
mation 〉 to ChWS4 (Lines 5.23-5.24).
The execution ends with steps in Figure 8, processed by ChWS4’s local engine. Once the
information from ChWS2 and ChWS3 is received by ChWS4, the reaction rule (Line 6.04) can
react with results molecules to produce two new molecules for invoking service S4 (Line 6.08).
Finally, invokeServ rule will take place producing the final result Result:ChWS4:〈val4〉.
With this example, we have shown that local engines within ChWSes are co-responsible for
applying workflow patterns, invoking services, and propagating the information to other ChWSes.
The coordination is achieved as reactions become possible, in an asynchronous and decentralized
manner.
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6.01 〈
6.02 ChWS1:〈Result:ChWS1:〈val〉 〉, ChWS2:〈Result:ChWS2:〈val2〉 〉, ChWS3:〈Result:ChWS3:〈val3〉 〉,
6.03 ChWS4:〈invokeServ, Completed:ChWS2:〈val2〉, Completed:ChWS3:〈val3〉,
6.04 replace Completed:ChWS2:〈val2〉, Completed:ChWS3:〈val3〉 by Call:S4, Param:(val2)〉
6.05 〉
↓
6.06 〈
6.07 ChWS1:〈Result:ChWS1:〈val〉 〉, ChWS2:〈Result:ChWS2:〈val2〉 〉, ChWS3:〈Result:ChWS3:〈val3〉 〉,
6.08 ChWS4:〈invokeServ, Call:S4, Param:(val2)〉
6.09 〉
↓
6.10 〈
6.11 ChWS1:〈Result:ChWS1:〈val〉 〉, ChWS2:〈Result:ChWS2:〈val2〉 〉, ChWS3:〈Result:ChWS3:〈val3〉 〉,
6.12 ChWS4:〈Result:ChWS4:〈val4〉 〉
6.13 〉
Figure 8: Workflow execution, steps 8-10.
4 Software Prototype
To put in practice and validate the concepts presented, we have developed an architectural frame-
work and two software prototypes exhibiting different processing and communication techniques.
Firstly, we developed a decentralized, shared space-based architecture inspired by that presented
in Section 2. This architecture is composed of a set of chemical engines collaborating through a
multiset acting as a shared space. Service interactions are loosely coupled, a property inherited
by the adoption of the tuplespace model. The computation is decentralized (even if the mul-
tiset remains a centralized.) Secondly, and for the sake of comparison and discussion, we also
developed a centralized architecture, which is composed of a unique chemical engine playing the
same role as traditional workflow engines. Both prototypes are written in Java and built atop an
HOCL interpreter based on on-the-fly compilation of HOCL specifications [27]. The table below
summarizes them:
Centralized Arch. Decentralized Arch.
Workflow execution Centralized Decentralized
Multiset Centralized Centralized (shared space)
Communication Loosely coupled Loosely coupled
4.1 Centralized version
Following the examples of most of workflow management systems, the coordination can be man-
aged by a single node, referred to as the chemical workflow service, as illustrated by Figure 9.
As mentioned in Section 2, the workflow definition is executed as a chemical program by the
chemical workflow service. The low layer of the architecture is an HOCL interpreter. Given
a workflow specification as input (an HOCL program), it executes the workflow coordination
by reading and writing the multiset initially fed with the workflow definition. The interface
between the chemical engine and the distant services themselves is realized through the service
caller. The service caller relies on the DAIOS framework [18], which provides an abstraction layer
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allowing the dynamic connection to different flavors of services (SOAP or RESTFul), abstracting
the target service’s internals. DAIOS was specially extended with a module which automatically
generates dynamic bindings, as well as input and output messages required between the chemical
engine and a Web service.
4.2 Decentralized version
This framework is similar to the previous architecture, however the functionality of the multiset
represents the main difference with the centralized version, as illustrated by Figure 10. The
multiset is initially fed with the HOCL specification of the workflow. The multiset acts as a
shared space playing the role of a communication medium and a storage system, while each ChWS
involved will take its part in the coordination process. As such, the coordination workload 2 is
now distributed among the ChWSes participating in the workflow.
As we detailed in Section 2.2, the workflow definition is comprised of one sub-solution per
WS involved; the information in one sub-solution can only be accessed by the ChWS owner
of/represented by that sub-solution. On each ChWS, a local storage space acts as a temporary
container for the sub-solution to be processed by the local HOCL interpreter. The interface
between a ChWS and a concrete WS is still realized through the service caller based on the
DAIOS framework. ChWSes communicate with the multiset through the Java Message Service
(JMS) publisher/subscriber modules. The multiset is encapsulated into a JMS server to allow
concurrent reading and writing operations by ChWSes. Periodically, and independently from
each other, ChWSes read their sub-solution from the multiset. The sub-solution obtained is then
locally processed by the ChWS’s local HOCL interpreter and then pushed back to the multiset
for update.
Figure 9: Centralized architecture. Figure 10: Decentralized architecture.
This architecture follows a loosely coupled interaction model, as ChWSes only keep a reference
to the shared space, instead of having a reference to each ChWS with which they interact.
2The coordination workload includes all the workflow operations related with the processing of workflow
structures.
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4.2.1 Communications
As mentioned above, communication mechanisms are implemented with JMS. JMS modules are
included into the ChWSes, and the multiset is a JMS server.
The publish/subscribe messaging model is used by the ChWSes and the multiset whereby
message producers called publishers pushing each message to each interested party called sub-
scribers. Initially, the Multiset PUBlisher pushes the content of each WSi solution to each
ChWSes LIStener. On the ChWS’s side, the ChWS LIStener receives the content of the ChWSi
solution which will be copied into its local multiset. Once the HOCL interpreter is done with its
execution, the ChWS PUBlisher pushes the content of its sub-solution into theMultiset LIStener.
Recall that the decentralized architecture is distributed, a JMS server into the multiset is
needed to coordinate all these messages. Concretely, we use ActiveMQ (version 5.4.1) an im-
plementation of the JMS 1.1 specification, which can be embedded in a Java application server.
This ActiveMQ server allows to register and save all the message exchanges between subscribers
and publishers. The message exchanged are stored in the server, allowing them to be used in the
future if a problem arises during the transaction.
5 Experimental Results
Our objective is here to better capture the behavior of a decentralized chemistry-based workflow
system. To achieve it, we processed workflows with different characteristics using our central-
ized and decentralized prototypes. These characteristics are the number of tasks involved, the
amount of data exchanged and the complexity of the coordination required 3. Experiments were
conducted over the nation-wide Grid’5000 platform [9]. More specifically, these experiments were
conducted on the parapide, paramount and paradent clusters, located in Rennes. The parapide
cluster is composed of nodes equipped with two quad-core Intel Xeon X5570, 24 GB of RAM; the
paramount cluster provides nodes with two quad-core Intel Xeon L5148 LV processors, 30 GB
of RAM, and the paradent cluster is equipped with two quad-core Intel Xeon L5420 processors.
All three clusters are furnished with 40GB InfiniBand Ethernet cards.
5.1 Workflows Considered
Three workflows containing 30, 60 and 100 tasks were designed inspired by the graph of the
Montage workflow [7], a classic astronomical image mosaic workflow processing large images of
the sky. Montage combines sequential and parallel flows, making it relevant for such experiments.
Our variants of the Montage workflow are illustrated in Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 13, and
are respectively referred to as Workflow30t, that comprises 30 tasks over 10 levels (the level of
a task is defined as the length of the path leading to it from the source task),Workflow60t, that
comprises 60 tasks dispatched over 13 levels, and Workflow100t made of 100 tasks of 19 levels.
Our campaign has the following considerations:
1. Each task calls an actual web service.
2. Tasks at the same level have the same computational cost.
3. The results of these experiments are averaged over 10 runs.
4. Each task is run by one distinct machine on the Grid’5000 platform.
3Informally, we consider as a complex workflow, a workflow having many patterns to be applied and a high
rate of data exchange. Workflows are more precisely described in the following.
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Figure 11: 30-task graph. Figure 12: 60-task graph. Figure 13: 100-task graph.
Three different web services were built, needing different amounts of data exchanges, for one
call to this service, namely 28 bytes for serviceA, 583 bytes for serviceB, and 3063 bytes for
serviceC. The definitions used for each workflow are available online4.
5.2 Managing Large Workflows
In this experiment, we utilized our centralized and decentralized prototypes to process the Wor-
flow30t, Workflow60t and Workflow100t. To create a more heterogeneous scenario, we also
decided to repeat these workflows using the serviceA, serviceB and serviceC.
When looking at the results shown on Figures 14, 15, and 16, we can draw several conclu-
sions. Firstly, the size of each of these workflows affects its execution time. The Workflow30t
presents lower execution times than the Workflow60t, and Workflow100t, independently of the
workflow management systems utilized. Secondly, the difference of performance between the
centralized and decentralized engines is very low when serviceA is used. Then, when shifting to
services with a higher amount of data exchanged, the performance of the centralized approach
drops significantly. Finally, when using the decentralized workflow system, the Workflow60t and
Workflow100t presents an important improvement in the performance.
In contrast, our centralized workflow system shows a substantial increase of the execution
time caused by the two aforementioned factors: the number of tasks to be coordinated, and the
type of service. This suggests that the efficiency of an engine is affected by the amount of data
exchanged among services participating in a workflow. Obviously, a central engine is in charge
of the management of all data exchanged between services, increasing the processing time of a
workflow.
5.2.1 Coordination Workload
Let us now focus on the results of each workflow using the centralized engine in Figure 17. Here,
we extracted from the total execution time, the cost in time of the coordination activities (denoted
by Coordination), and the execution time required by the web services to return the results
of their invocations (denoted by Service invocation). Informally, we consider as coordination
activities, all the operations managing the data exchanged among tasks and applying the different
4https://www.irisa.fr/myriads/members/hfernand/hocl/workflowsJournal
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Figure 14: Workflow30t Figure 15: Workflow60t Figure 16: Workflow100t
workflow patterns. Consequently, the coordination time will increase depending on the number
and complexity of patterns to be applied and the rate of data exchanged.
As observed in Figure 17, the processing time spent in coordination activities represents the
majority of the total execution time in all the workflows. This phenomenon shows the importance
of the engines to efficiently handle workflows with a substantial coordination workload. As an
example, the centralized engine seems saturated when processing the coordination activities of
the Workflow100t using the serviceC. Furthermore, this graph also shows similar execution times
regarding the service invocation in each workflow (independently of the type of service), so that
these times can be omitted in the following, as they mostly remain constant for both prototypes.
Therefore, we focus on the coordination time employed for each prototype to process the different
workflows, as it allows us to identify the benefits behind the decentralized workflow execution.
Figure 17: Centralized execution: ratio be-
tween coordination and invocation.
Figure 18: Performance results, data ex-
change.
The coordination times employed by both centralized and decentralized workflow systems are
now discussed in Figure 19. It shows a reduction in the coordination times spent by the decen-
tralized system in comparison to the centralized one. This improvement in the performance is
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achieved due to the coordination workload is distributed among the different engines, reducing
the final execution time. In contrast to that of a centralized workflow engine, the coordination
workload is managed by a single node, thus explaining the increment in the coordination time ex-
perienced for the workflows with the serviceB and serviceC. As we mentioned before, the benefits
behind the decentralized workflow execution can be observed when processing the Workflow60t
and Workflow100t using the serviceB and serviceC, respectively. However, the use of the ser-
viceA in the workflows do not offer any gain due to its simplicity, the reduced computational
load of this workflow provokes that the coordination time is higher than or equal to that of the
centralized engine, due to the communications (network latency).
Figure 19: Coordination workload: centralized vs decentralized
5.3 Exchanging Data
For the second experiment, we have dealt with different amounts of data exchange using the
decentralized prototype. We processed six workflows based on the Workflow30t graph, whose
tasks are bounded to the same web service. For each workflow, we measured the performance
using a set of web services exchanging different amounts of data for their execution. This set
of services is composed by the three previously-mentioned services and by three others. Thus,
experiments were conducted with services exchanging respectively 28, 583, 3053, 5053, 9773, and
15000 bytes of data. The performance obtained accordingly is illustrated in Figure 18.
As we can see in Figure 18, the increase in data exchange among tasks provokes an increase
of the execution time, and suggests a polynomial degradation of the performance when the size
of information exchanged increases. Nevertheless, no bottlenecks have been experienced, even if
it may appear with higher data rate. The degradation occurs because the information exchanged
is considered itself as a molecule in our chemical model, to be transferred and processed in the
multiset. Note that, the number of messages exchanged was not measured in the experiments.
However, it can be easily deduced by the number of tasks of a workflow (106 messages for the
Workflow30t). Besides, the number of messages exchanged is the same for both centralized and
decentralized systems.
5.4 Discussion
This series of experiments, by offering a proof of concept of the model, while showing its viability
in actual deployments, highlights the benefits of a decentralized (chemistry-based) workflow sys-
tem. Our decentralized workflow engine processes large workflows with a reduced coordination
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overhead in comparison with a centralized engine. Using the decentralized engine, the coordina-
tion is executed locally on each ChWS, instead of being managed by a single node. Furthermore,
as shown in our previous work [13], our decentralized engine is also competitive when running
real scientific applications in comparison with most common and used workflow management
systems.
However, there are two limitations that come up when using our decentralized workflow
system: i) the network latency causes performance degradations, which are emphasized when
processing workflows having a reduced computational load such as the Workflow30t ; ii) the
multiset could constitute a bottleneck. It remains a centralized space shared by every ChWSes
leading to potential scalability issues. Following this idea, our approach may experience some
performance bottleneck when the rate of data exchange among services becomes very high. The
decentralization of the multiset itself was recently addressed through the formulation of solutions
based on peer-to-peer protocols, able to distribute and retrieve objects (here, molecules) at large-
scale [25]. One of the next steps of this work is to build our current decentralized prototype on
top of such approaches to remove the bottleneck problem, and proposes a fully decentralized
workflow engine.
Recall, beyond performance or optimization considerations, that the chemical models provide
all the needed abstractions to naturally express both data-driven and complex control-driven
execution, including particular features like cancellation. Please refer to [16] for more details.
We consider the chemical abstraction as participating in the long term objective of improving
the workflow execution models on emerging platform, like clouds, where the elasticity brings new
modeling challenges.
6 Related Works
There is a vast literature related to the distributed execution of workflows. We observed two
methods of distributed coordination approach. In the first one, nodes interact directly. In the
second one, they use a shared space for coordination.
Earlier works proposed decentralized architectures where nodes achieve the coordination of a
workflow through the exchange of messages [32, 22]. Some works, such as [8, 21, 34], shown the
increasing interest in this type of coordination mechanism. In [8], the authors introduce service
invocation triggers, a lightweight infrastructure that routes messages directly from a producing
service to a consuming one, where each service invocation trigger corresponds to the invocation
of a service. In [21], an engine is proposed based on a peer-to-peer application architecture
wherein nodes (similar to local engines) are distributed across multiple computer systems, but
appear to the users as a single entity. These nodes collaborate, in order to execute a composite
Web service with every node executing a part of it. Lately, a continuation-passing style, where
information on the remainder of the execution is carried in messages, has been proposed [34].
Nodes interpret such messages and thus conduct the execution of services without consulting a
centralized engine. However, this coordination mechanism implies a tight coupling of services in
terms of spatial and temporal composition. Nodes need to know explicitly which other nodes they
will potentially interact with, and when, to be active at the same time. Likewise, a distributed
workflow system based on mobile libraries playing the role of engines was presented in [12]. The
authors, however, do not give much details about the coordination itself, and where the data and
control dependencies are located.
Our works deal with the information exchange among ChWSes by writing and reading the
multiset. Then, the communication can be completely asynchronous since the multiset guarantees
the persistence of data and control dependencies. This makes our approach more relevant in a
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loosely-coupled services environment, and able to deal with dynamic changes in the workflow (as
the workflow itself can be rewritten in the multiset).
Another series of works rely on a shared space to exchange information between nodes of a
decentralized architecture, more specifically called a tuplespace [10, 20, 30, 19]. Its origin can be
found in the coordination data-driven languages such as Linda [17], as a parallel programming
extension for programming languages for the purpose of separating coordination logic from pro-
gram logic. Linda builds upon the notion of a tuplespace, which is a piece of memory shared by
all interacting parties. Using a tuplespace for coordination, the execution of a part of a workflow
within each node is triggered when tuples, matching the templates registered by the respective
nodes, are present in the tuplespace. In the same vein, works such as [24], propose a distributed
architecture based on Linda where distributed tuplespaces store data and programs as tuples,
allowing mobile computations by transferring programs from one tuple to another. However, the
chemical paradigm allows an increased abstraction level while providing support for dynamics.
Based on this coordination method, works such as [10], [20] and [30] replace a centralized
BPEL engine by a set of distributed, loosely coupled, cooperating nodes. In [10] and [20], the
authors present a coordination mechanism where the data is managed using a tuplespace and the
control is driven by asynchronous messages exchanged between nodes. This message exchange
pattern for the control is derived from a Petri net expression of the workflow. However, while in
these works, the tuplespace is only used to store data information, our coordination mechanism
stores both control and data information in the multiset, which is made possible by the use of
the chemical execution model for the coordination of all data and control dependencies.
As a continuation of [20], [19] designed and implemented a tuplespace-based process execution
middleware that transforms a workflow definition into a set of activities. Using this system,
control and data dependencies are now stored in the tuplespace. Activities are distributed by
passing tokens in the Petri net that formalize of the tuplespace-based interactions. The most
significant difference with the present work, however, is the general goal. The authors focused
on the process definition and the viability of its prototype, while its experimental validation
remains a wide open issue, in particular related to scalability. Also, they do not discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of decentralization in workflow processing. Similarly, based on the
theoretical underpinnings and core of the engine presented in [19], the work in [30] uses a shared
tuplespace working as a communication infrastructure, allowing to exchange control and data
dependencies among processes and make the different nodes interact. The authors transform a
centralized BPEL definition into a set of coordinated processes using again the tuplespace as a
communication medium. However, the use of BPEL as the coordination language hinders from
expressing dynamic and self-adaptive behaviors.
As a more general comment, to our knowledge, these works do not provide any experimental
validation of running workflows on distributed infrastructures.
7 Conclusion
Most of today’s approaches to the coordination of composite Web services are based on highly
centralized architectures. Such systems present several drawbacks, mainly dealing with scala-
bility, fault-tolerance, and privacy. In order to tackle these issues, it becomes today crucial to
propose decentralized coordination mechanisms. However, current proposals for decentralized
workflow coordination require tight coupling of services, and use workflow description languages
that do not provide concepts for distributed workflow execution.
In this paper, we have proposed a high-level coordination mechanism allowing a distributed
execution of composite Web services, based on the chemical metaphor. Our chemical program-
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ming paradigm expresses parallelism and autonomic behaviors naturally using a higher-order
chemical language. We have introduced the notion of chemical Web service, which encapsulates
a Web service. Through a shared multiset containing the information on both data and control
dependencies needed for coordination, chemical Web services are co-responsible for carrying out
the execution of a workflow in the composite services in which they appear. Spatial and temporal
composition of services is achieved dynamically through this shared multiset. Their coordination
is decentralized and distributed among individual Web service’s chemical engine executing a part
of the workflow.
Through the deployment of a software prototype following these concepts, and its experimen-
tal validation over an actual platform, we have been able to provide a proof of concept while
showing its viability and identifying its performance limitations for its future improvement.
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